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1  Notation 

 
K       Stiffness matrix 

M      Mass matrix 

X       Modal amplitudes 

x       Displacement vector 

       Modal matrix 

       Mode shape 

rAjk      Modal constant (mode r, FRF jk) 

E       Young’s modulus 

H()      Frequency response function 

L       Distance 

R       Radius, Rotational degree of freedom 

Sxx(), Syy()   Spectral density 

Sxy(), Syx()   Cross-spectral density 

Ur
k      Complex scale factor 

X()      Fourier transform of x(t)  

Y()      Fourier transform of y(t)  

f       Frequency 

h(t), h     Response function 

k       Spring constant  

m       Mass 

r       Co-ordinate 

t       Time 

x       Co-ordinate 

y       Co-ordinate 

z       Co-ordinate 

jk      Receptance FRF jk 

       Phase angle 

       Constant 

2       Coherence 

       Eigenvalue 

       Poisson’s ratio 

       Density 

       Natural frequency 

r       Critical viscous damping ratio 

COMAC    Co-ordinate modal assurance criteria 
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MAC      Modal assurance criteria 

MCF     Modal confidence factor 

 

Indices 

G       Global 

N       Number 

j       Number, point on structure 

k       Point on structure 

n       Number  

p       Punch 

q       Number 

r       Number 

x       Coordinate, input 

y       Coordinate, output 

z       Coordinate 

 

Abbreviations 

BSC      Binary Synchronous Communication 

CAD      Computer Aided Design 

COMAC    Co-Ordinate Modal Assurance Criteria 

DOF      Degree Of Freedom 

EMA     Experimental Modal Analysis 

FE      Finite Element 

FEM      Finite Element Method 

FRF      Frequency Response Function 

HP      Hewlet Packard 

IRF      Impulse Response Function 

LDV      Laser Doppler Vibrometer 

MAC     Modal Assurance Criteria 

MCF     Modal Confidence Factor 

MDOF     Multi Degree Of Freedom 

SDOF     Single Degree Of Freedom 

TCP      Tool Center Point 
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2 Introduction 

 
2.1 Background 

 
To measure dynamic properties of a lightweight structure with today’s 

methods are time-consuming and sometime not accurate enough. 

Conventional measurements are often performed with accelerometers 

mounted on the structure or with some kind of laser equipment. Having 

accelerometers mounted on the structure affects the behavior of the 

specimen. Mass is added by the mounted accelerometers and the mounting 

points are stiffened. This deteriorates the results when data needs to be 

collected from many points of the structure. Laser measurement carried out 

with a laser vibrometer does not affect the structure but is time-consuming. 

The laser is usually mounted on a tripod and controlled manually. 

Because of the demand from for instance the automotive industry, which 

needs to produce more economic and less-polluting vehicles, many 

components are today manufactured of lighter materials such as aluminum, 

magnesium and composite material instead of steel. Studies are made to 

verify that the vehicles are safe in traffic and that the driver environment is 

not worse compared to traditional manufactured vehicles. 

Many parts in a car body consist of pressed panels that nowadays are 

manufactured in aluminum. The pressed panels in this study are double 

curved and could represent hoods, roofs or doors, referred to as test panels. 

Today’s calculations and measurements are performed mainly to verify the 

sheet metal forming process and the springback and dent tendency of new 

materials. New test methods have to be developed to verify the dynamic 

behaviors of these new lightweight components. 
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2.2 Project Description 

 
The aim of this work is the development and evaluation of a dynamic 

automated laser measurement method. Measurement data is acquired and 

saved automatically for a specified number of points of the structure. 

Positioning of the laser is precise and the measurement data is related to the 

right corresponding node in a finite element model. 

Test panels are used to evaluate the method, but it is meant to be applied to 

complete car components or any arbitrary structure. The reason for 

choosing these test panels as specimen for this work is that these already 

have been investigated and documented from a technical point of view in 

sheet metal forming by Asnafi [1]. Results from sheet metal analysis have 

given the reduced panel thickness and built-in stresses. These test panels are 

suitable to verify the method because they are extremely light. Using 

accelerometers would affect the structure too much. Out of plane modes are 

expected and those are easy to detect with the laser vibrometer.  

Dynamic characteristics such as natural frequencies, mode shapes and 

damping ratios are studied for verifying the measurement method. 

 

 

 

2.2.1 Methods and Restrictions 

 

To verify the method an Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) of the test 

panel is performed and the results are compared with the dynamic 

characteristics solved for the panel by the Finite Element Method (FEM). 

The damping ratios extracted from the EMA of the test panel are added to 

the FE-model. Finally a correlation between the experimental model and the 

FE-model is performed to verify that no or little interference occurs 

between the automation equipment and the test panel. 

Automatization is achieved by using an ordinary industrial robot for weld 

applications delivered by Motoman Robotics AB. This robot is controlled 

by the Hewlett Packard (HP) workstation used for acquiring and saving 

measurement information. 

A laser vibrometer delivered by Ometron is used for detecting the velocity. 
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I-DEAS™1 Master Series Test application is used for data acquisition and 

storage of data. 

The frequency range of interest in the car industry is often 0-400 Hz [2] [3]. 

The same restriction is therefore aimed for in this work. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 I-DEAS™ Master Series is a provided software from SDRC 
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3  Specimen Description 

 
The source material for the panels pressed in this project was rectangular 

blanks with the size of 300x260 mm. Figure 3.1 display the geometry and 

dimension of the punch used to press the panels for this project. 

Figure 3.1. Punch used for pressing panels [1]. 

Two sides of the panels were held with drawbeads during the press process. 

The edges with drawbead were removed with abrasive water cutting.  

The final panel geometry, which was used as specimen in this project, is 

shown in figure 3.2.  

Rp1=665 mm 

Rp2=2000 mm 
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Figure 3.2. Test panel. 

Dimensions of the cut panel were measured with a coordinate-measuring 

machine. This panel is referred to as test panel. The test panels are formed 

of 1 mm thick aluminum, type 6016-T4-EDT [4]. Values for the properties 

of the aluminum are Young’s modulus E=70x109 Pa, Poisson’s ratio 

=0.33, and density =2.7x103 kg/m3. 

An LS-DYNA simulation of the sheet metal forming was performed by 

Volvo to solve the resulting variation in the thickness and stresses of the 

pressed panel. The built-in stresses that are left in the pressed panel are not 

considered in this work. The thickness did not vary much. A probability 

density function, shown in figure 3.3 describes the relative frequency of the 

thickness represented in the different nodes. As shown in the figure the 

majority of nodes have a thickness of 0.99 mm and therefore the test panel 

will be considered as 1 mm thick.  
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Figure 3.3. Probability density function of the panel thickness. 

Max value:   1.00  mm 

Min value:   0.89  mm 

Mean value:  0.98  mm 
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4 Theories 

 
Some theories and approaches for solving dynamic characteristics of 

mechanical systems are discussed briefly in the following sections. This is 

to introduce the methods and nomenclature that are used in this work. 

For further discussions about discrete models the reader is referred to for 

example textbooks by Craig [5] and Inman [6]. For further discussions 

about the FEM see for example textbooks by Zienkiewicz and Tylor [7]. 

 

 

 

4.1 Discrete Models 

 
4.1.1 Multiple-Degree-of-Freedom (MDOF) Systems 

 

To solve dynamic problems the real (continues) structures mostly need to 

be simplified. The most basic models divide a structure into masses and 

springs. This process can be done by a simple lumped mass and lumped 

spring approach. Information about damping is extracted from the 

experimental analysis and added to the calculation model.  

Figure 4.1 illustrates an undamped MDOF system with n masses and n 

translational degrees of freedom. 

 

 

m1 m2 mn-1 mn

k1 k2 kn-1 kn

x1 x2 xn-1 xn

 

   m2

x2

k2(x2-x1)

k3(x3-x2)

   mn-1

xn-1

kn-1(xn-1-xn-2)

kn(xn-xn-1)

   mn

xn

kn(xn-1-xn)
   m1

x1

k2(x2-x1)k1x1

  

Figure 4.1. An undamped MDOF system. 
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Using Newton’s second law, equations of motions for each mass can be 

written as 

 

0

0)(

0)(
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        (4.1) 

 

Equation (4.1) consists of n coupled second-order differential equations that 

can be written in matrix form, as 

 

0KxxM                    (4.2) 
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K   

 

is the stiffness matrix.  

 

These matrix equations can be solved as an algebraic eigenvalue problem, 

resulting in natural frequencies and mode shapes of vibration.  
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4.1.2 Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes 

 

The motions of the masses are assumed to be harmonic 

 

)cos()(   ttx                 (4.3) 

 

where  is a nx1 vector of amplitudes,  is the angular frequency, t is the 

time and  is the phase angle. This may be substituted into equation (4.2) to 

give the nth-order eigenvalue problem 

 

0)M-K 2(                   (4.4) 

 

A non-trivial solution of equation (4.4) exists if 

 

0)M-K 2det(                  (4.5) 

 

This is called the characteristic equation. The n solutions 1
2, 2

2, ..., n
2 

are called eigenvalues, from which the natural frequencies can be 

calculated. To the eigenvalues there are corresponding egienvectors 1, 2, 

..., n, that are known as the mode shapes of the dynamic system.  

 

 

 

4.1.3 Mode Superposition 

 

For a linear system the displacement vector x can be expressed as a linear 

combination of the eigenvectors of the system, 

 

  XXx    nn 121,            (4.6) 

 

where  is a square matrix called the modal matrix, whose columns are the 

system eigenvectors and X is a vector of unknown modal amplitudes. 

Substituting equation (4.6) into equation (4.2) and multiplying with T 

gives 

 

0 XKXM  TT                (4.7) 
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Since M and K are symmetric it can be shown that 

 

ji

ji

j

T

j

T

i

i





0

0





K

M
               (4.8) 

 

for two different eigenvectors, i and j, which shows the weighted 

orthogonality of the eigenvectors.  

Because of equation (4.8) the resulting matrixes in equation (4.7) are 

diagonal. 

Thus, the modal matrix can be used to decouple the equations of motion 

into n separate equations. These equations are then second-order-single-

degree-freedom differential equations and can be solved and analyzed by 

using Single-Degree-Of-Freedom (SDOF) methods. 

When damping is present the damping matrix is assumed proportional to 

the mass matrix so that the equations remain uncoupled. 

 

 

 

4.2 Finite Element Analysis 

 
The classical solution methods discussed in the previous sections are not 

practical for solving vibration problems of structures with arbitrary shapes 

and boundary conditions. The common numerical method to handle these 

types of problems is to separate the elastic continua into a discrete model of 

finite elements for dynamic analysis. 

The basic concept is to divide the structure into subregions having simpler 

geometry than the original problem. Each subregion or element has a 

number of nodes that controls the element. For a good accuracy in the 

solution, the number of elements (nodal degree of freedom) has to be fairly 

high, depending on the nature of problem.  

 

 

 

4.2.1 Thin Shell Element 

 

In FEM-programs, shell elements are a combination of plate element and 

membrane element. It is therefore important to understand those types of 

elements, and the combination of these types to be able to use the element 

correctly and to know the advantage of these. The thin shell element we 
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used in I-DEAS™ Master Series, designed by Bathe and Dvorkin [8], is 

designed to be applicable in CAD situations and it is based on Mindlin 

Plate theory, figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2. Thin shell element. 

The difference in Mindlin plate theory from an ordinary element 

formulation is that the neutral layer must not remain perpendicular to the 

cross section. An element based on this theory is easier to formulate and the 

convergation is easier to achieve. Mindlin plate elements can be used to 

solve thin shell problems but numerical problems can occur when very thin 

shell is solved. 

A general knowledge of Mindlin based elements is that a dense mesh 

should be used to get accurate deformation results. 

 

 

 

4.3 Experimental Modal Analysis 

 
In section 4.1, modal parameters are calculated from a mathematical model. 

To gain confidence in the mathematical model an EMA can be performed 

to verify the theory. From an EMA it is possible to extract natural 

frequencies, mode shapes, damping.  

Understanding modal testing requires knowledge in several areas. These 

areas include instrumentation, signal processing, parameter estimation and 
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vibration analysis. Readers who are unfamiliar with these subjects may 

consult textbooks by for example Inman [6] and Newland [9]. 

 

 

 

4.3.1 Excitation-Response Relations 

 

When a vibration test is performed, information is often digitized and 

transformed to the frequency domain. From the Frequency Response 

Functions (FRFs) modal parameters can be extracted. The basic theories 

used in random vibration analysis are presented briefly in the following 

text. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates a simple structure with one excitation signal, x(t), and 

a response signal, y(t). X() and Y() is the Fourier transform of x(t) and 

y(t), respectively. The Fourier transform is used to transform the signal 

from the time domain to the frequency domain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Excitation-response relation for an unknown system with linear 

behavior. 

The common approach to measure the FRF is to average several matched 

sets of input signals time histories and output response time histories. These 

averages are transformed and used to produce spectral densities. 

 

      *XXSxx    and         *YYSyy      (4.9) (4.10) 

 

      *XYSyx     and         *YXSxy    (4.11) 

(4.12) 

 

where * denotes the complex conjugate. 

Sxy() and Syx() are the cross-spectral densities between the excitation 

signal and the response signal. 

 

   h(t), H() 
x(t), X() y(t), Y() 

Structure 
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The FRFs are calculated as 
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H 1      (4.13)(4.14) 

 

The spectrum analyzer calculates the various spectral density functions 

from the transducer outputs. Then the analyzer can calculate the desired 

frequency response function H(). H1() and H2() should give the same 

result. To check the consistency of H(), the coherence function is 

calculated. 

 

 

   




xxyy

yx

SS

S
2

2                  (4.15) 

 

If the measurement are consistent, H() should be the same value, 

independent how it is calculated and the coherence should be unity. If it is 

zero, the measurement is pure noise. Generally, the values of 2=1 should 

occur at the values of  close to the structure’s natural frequencies. 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Least Squares Complex Exponential Method 

 

Response functions are collected from different points of the structure. 

Different methods are available to extract modes of vibration directly from 

the FRF. The least squares complex exponential method, which is a special 

case of the polyreference method when one reference point is used, was 

introduced in 1979 and is described by for example Maia and Silva [10]. 

This technique uses a curve fitting algorithm in the time domain to process 

multiple response functions for one reference location. The major 

advantage is its ability to use all the available FRFs to come up with a 

single global estimate for frequency, damping, and residue.  

The FRF, in terms of receptance jk (displacement in point j due to a force 

in point k), can be given by 
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where r is the natural frequency, r is the viscous damping factor and Ajk is 

the residue corresponding to each mode r, * denotes the complex conjugate. 

This can also be written as 
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             (4.17) 

 

where 
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We can obtain the Impulse Response Function (IRF) by taking the inverse 

Fourier transform of the receptance 
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where 

 

rrrr is                    (4.22) 

 

Since the FRF, that has been measured, is divided into a number of equally 

spaced frequencies the IRF is divided into a number of equally spaced time 

intervals (t=1/f). For convenience the jk subscript is omitted. The time 

response, h(t), at a series of q equally spaced time intervals t 
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with 
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which, when extended, gives 
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        (4.25) 

 

The Prony method can be used for solving the unknowns, Ar and Vr. A 

coefficient,  j, is used with the following relation to Vr  

 

02

210  q
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The expressions in equation (4.25) are multiplied by the coefficient, j, to 

form the following set of equations 
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or, simply 
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The inner summation in equation (4.28) is exactly the polynomial in 

equation (4.26), giving 

 





q

j

jj h
0
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for each Vr. 

It is possible to calculate the coefficients, j, from equation (4.29), which 

are used for solving the roots Vr in equation (4.26). For convenience q is set 
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equal to 2N, so there will be 2N sets of data points hj, and 2N is set to unity, 

resulting in 
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      (4.30) 

 

or 
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hh                  (4.31) 

 

When the coefficients,  j, are calculated, a polynomial solver can be used 

to determine the roots Vr. From those values the system natural frequencies 

and damping ratios are obtained using equation (4.24). When the values of 

Vr are calculated, the residues and the modal constants and phase angles can 

be calculated from equation (4.23) The residues, Ar, are easy to calculate if 

equation (4.23) is written as 
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       (4.32) 

 

This theory in now extended to a procedure that can process several FRF 

obtained from different locations of the structure when exciting at a single 

point. 

Equation (4.31) is extended for n response functions  
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or 

 

     
)12()12()22( Nnx
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The least square solution can be found using the pseudo-inverse technique 
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               (4.35) 

 

These  coefficients are used solving the roots Vr and the residues Ar. 

 

 

 

4.3.3 Model Assurance Criteria (MAC) 

 

Model assurance criteria can be calculated to check the linear independence 

between two mode shapes. How this is done in I-DEAS Master Series is 

described in the users manual [11]. A single MAC value can be calculated 

between two mode shapes or an entire MAC matrix can be built between 

groups of mode shapes. MAC values range from zero to unity where zero 

indicates that the two mode shapes are linearly independent and unity a 

complete correlation. 

This is used to compare mode shapes, from a finite element analysis with 

those determined experimentally. It can also be used to compare different 

parameter estimation methods. The modal assurance criteria is defined as 
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where 

1  = an n dimensional vector representing mode shape 1 

2  = an n dimensional vector representing mode shape 2 

n  = number of response degrees of freedom 

The MAC is analogous to the coherence function. 
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4.3.4 Modal Confidence 

 

Using tools available in I-DEAS™ Master Series for extracting modal 

parameters involves some user interaction for distinguishing computational 

modes from physical modes of the system. A computational mode is a 

mode that does not correspond to a physical mode, but is generated by the 

modal extraction algorithm.  

The basic concept for this theory was introduced by Sam Ibrahim in the 

Ibrahim Time Domain Technique. It has been formulated into the least 

square complex exponential technique and the polyreference technique used 

in I-DEAS™ Master Series [11].  

A Modal Confidence Factor (MCF) is calculated for each mode to aid the 

user to discriminate the computational mode from the physical mode. The 

theory utilizes that the phase relationship is redundant between a decay 

vector expressing the eigenvectors in the modal coordinates, and the same 

decay vector shifted N subintervals in time. 

For a physical mode, the eigenvectors of the shifted time vector must only 

differ by a complex scale factor from the eigenvectors of the unshifted time 

vector. The complex scale factor is related to the time shift and the pole 

value. Computational poles are not bound by the same rule. Therefore, 

MCF is defined as a measure of how well the rule is met. 

 

QP MCFU k

r                  (4.39) 

 

where 

P  =  eigenvectors corresponding to the unshifted vector 

k

rU  =  complex scale factor 

Q  =  eigenvectors corresponding to the shifted vector 

 

Only the real part of the MCF is needed for indicating if the mode is 

physical or not. The MCF should have a value close to unity for physical 

modes.  
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4.3.5 Coordinate Modal Assurance Criteria (COMAC) 

 

The MAC is useful for discerning the difference between a pair of modes 

but no indication is given to why the correlation value is what it is. The 

COMAC identifies those parts of the structure that are responsible for the 

low degree of correlation [11]. The COMAC correlates two sets of mode 

shapes, on a DOF basis, and identifies the coordinates at which the mode 

pairs do not agree. A single number between zero and unity is determined at 

each DOF. If a particular DOF has poor correlation across the set of mode 

shapes, it will have a value close to unity. COMAC is calculated as follows 
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       (4.40) 

 

where 

n = the number of mode pairs to be correlated 

n1j = the nth element from the first mode in mode pair n 

n2j = the nth element from the second mode in mode pair n 

max(1j) = the absolute value of the maximum element from the first 

 mode in pair n 

max(2j) = the absolute value of the maximum element from the 

 second mode in pair n 
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5 FE-Analysis of the panel 

 
5.1 Model 

 
The specimen was meshed with 60x40 linear quadrilateral thin shell 

elements. No restraints were applied to the panel to simulate the free-free 

boundary conditions used in the test.  

An analysis of the dynamic properties of the model was performed in the 

normal mode dynamics module in I-DEAS™ Master Series. The natural 

frequencies were calculated with Lanczos method. Lanczos method is an 

iterative solution method and it is good and fast if you have well separated 

natural frequencies. The model was also solved with the SVI method but 

with no difference in result.  

After the normal modes were found, a modal response calculation in I-

DEAS™ Master Series was performed. A white noise excitation was used 

as input. From these results the stinger location was determined to be 20 

mm up and 20 mm to the right from the center on the concave side. This 

location was verified with detecting all natural frequencies in the FRFs. 

Because of the very small thickness of the specimen the stinger attachment 

adds considerable stiffness and mass 3.5g. The contribution of the stinger 

attachment was modeled with 16 rigid elements and 1 parabolic 

quadrilateral thin shell element located in the same position as on the 

specimen, 20 mm up and 20 mm to the right from the center on the concave 

side. The 4 thin shell elements, which represent the connection area, were 

stiffed by rigid element. The parabolic quadrilateral thin shell element 

represents the steel adapter, figure 5.1. This element was placed on the 

concave side and connected in all 8 nodes to the 4 thin shell elements with 

rigid elements. The rigid length was 2.5 mm and is due to the adapter 

thickness of 4 mm. Handbook values for the properties of the steel adapter 

are Young’s modulus E=206 GPa, Poison’s ratio =0.29 and density 

=7820 kg/m3.  
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Figure 5.1. FE-model with close-up of the stinger attachment. 

With this refined FE-model of the panel the normal mode calculation was 

performed to receive the results from the panel when the adapter is 

attached. The model response functions were recalculated with this refined 

FE-model. 
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5.2 Results 

 
All modes up to 400 Hz were calculated. Rigid body modes are excluded in 

these results. Results from the normal mode calculation are presented in 

table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Natural frequencies up to 400 Hz. 

 

Mode Frequency 

[Hz] 

1 49.3 

2 91.5 

3 143.6 

4 145.6 

5 185.4 

6 277.3 

7 323.4 

8 339.0 

9 394.3 

 

 

Mode shapes for the nine modes are shown in figure 5.2 
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Figure 5.2. Mode shapes. 
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Several FRFs were calculated and compared to measured FRFs. A typical 

FRF is shown in figure 5.3. 

Frequency response function
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Figure 5.3. A typical FRF calculated from the FE-model. 

The result shown in figure 5.3 is from a FE-model without damping. From 

the modal measurement of the panel, damping factors could be extracted 

and inserted into the FE-model. This will give a more accurate result since 

some damping is presented in the real panel. 
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6 Automatization 

 
6.1 Robot System 

 
Reasons for using a robot are the automatization capability, the good 

repeatability, and the error-free correlation of the measurement with the 

specimen geometry. The advantage with this method compared to other 

automated scanning laser methods, decribed by for example Kil et al. [12], 

is that the robot provides six degrees of freedom with an excellent 

positioning control. The method can be applied to any type of component 

with an arbitrary shape as long as good laser reflection can be achieved. The 

method is therefore more consistent with the FEM because the 

measurement points are well correlated to the FE nodes. 

Motoman Robotics AB delivered the industrial robot used for the 

automatization, see figure 6.1. It is an ordinary industrial robot, type YRFL-

NNA06WB, with the controller system Yasnac ERC K6SB. The robot has a 

payload of 6 kg. Problems arose due to the capacity of the wrist servomotor 

since the payload was only 6 kg and the mass of the Laser Doppler 

Vibrometer (LDV) and the robot-laser interface was 9.3 kg. A linkage 

system with a weight was designed to compensate the low output torque of 

the servomotor in the wrist. According to the manufacturer the robot has 

ability to repeat the same position with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. 

 

Figure 6.1. Industrial robot from Motoman Robotics AB. 
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6.2 Robot-Vibrometer Interface 

 
An adapter was designed to attach the LDV to the robot. A standard 

breakaway mount was used and a plate was attached to it, shown in figure 

6.2. The LDV was fastened to the plate with three screws and secured with 

two chains, attached from the interface to the robot.  

Figure 6.2. Robot-vibrometer interface. 

6.3 Robot Controller System 

 
6.3.1 Robot Programming 

 

The robot was programmed to position the laser beam correctly with respect 

to the specimen. This was done manually because the automated robot 

programming is not done in this work. Some of this is covered in another 

master thesis by Larsson et al. [13], but it needs further development to be 

implemented to the robot programming. 

To optimally detect the out-of-plane vibration the laser beam should always 

point to the normal of the surface. To achieve this the laser had to be 

represented as two different tools with different Tool Center Points (TCP's).  

When the TCP is set, the tool is calibrated and each tool can be controlled 

in its own coordinate system. The TPC values are calculated as shown in 

table 6.1 and figure 6.3. 
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dx=x-distance from TCP zero point to laser lens.
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Figure 6.3. Definition of tool center points. 

Table 6.1. TCP values. 

 

TCP X [mm] Y [mm] Z [mm] Rx [] Ry [] Rz [] 

1 
Dx+L+R1 dy dz 

180 0 0 
1167 54 310 

2 
dx+L+R2 dy dz 

180 0 0 
2512 54 310 

 

 

 

The distance L is a recommended working distance for the LDV. That 

information was taken from the instruction manual. 

A part of the robot program is shown in appendix B. 
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6.3.2 Robot Controller Protocol 

 

This robot has the YASNAC ERC K6SB controller [14] with a serial 

transmission line RS-232. The line speed was set to 9600 bps. The robot 

system has a half-duplex line mode with start and stop transmission 

synchronization. It uses a protocol similar to Binary Synchronous 

Communication (BSC) for data transmission. 

The transmission code that was used is an 8 bits ASCII, Appendix A. The 

following transmission format had to be used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Command Description 

SOH Start of heading 

HEADER 

The header defines which type of information that is sent. 

Header number 01 and sub code 000 means “Command from 

a host computer” 

STX Start of text 

TEXT The robot command is defined in this area 

ETX End of text 

BCC Checksum 
 

 

Example of command format 

SOH  01,000  STX  START CR  ETX  BCC 

 

For the robot to be controlled from a host computer it has to be set in 

remote mode. 

 

 

 

S

O

H 

HEADER 

 

Header no, Subcode no 

S

T

X 

TEXT 

 

Max 256 characters 

E

T

X 

 

BCC 
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6.3.3 Data Flow to the Robot 

 

The communication protocol is set by the robot control system. Data 

communication could only be achieved through the serial port RS-232. 

A C-code, see Appendix D, for serial communication was developed. The 

program transmits a single command with a checksum for error detection to 

the robot control system. The transmission format for a command from the 

host computer has to follow a specified sequence, see figure 6.4. In table 

6.2 each transmission control character is described. A complete ASCII 

table is presented in Appendix A. As described in figure 6.4, the protocol 

uses ENQ/ACK handshake to request sending and acknowledgement of 

data. The developed C-code transmits the decimal ASCII code for each 

control character, command text, and the checksum. The checksum is an 

accumulated data for all characters, from subsequent character to SOH to 

ETX including itself. To verify the command, the robot control system 

transmits an interpreter message back to the workstation. 

The robot has to be in its remote-controlled mode and have step cycle 

activated. This enables control of the robot from the workstation. Whenever 

a start command is sent, the robot will move forward one step in its 

program.  

Figure 6.4. Transmission of a command from the host computer 

(workstation) to the robot control system. 
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Table 6.2 Transmission control characters. 

 

ENQ Enquire SOH start of heading 

ACK0 even affirmative 

acknowledgment 

ACK1 odd affirmative 

acknowledgment 

STX start of text CR Carriage return 

ETX end of textblock BCC Checksum 

EOT End of transmission 
 

 

 

 

6.4 Measurement Procedure 

 
I-DEAS™ Master Series was used for acquiring, analyzing and saving test 

data. A digital signal processor controlled from I-DEAS™ Master Series 

digitized and transformed the signals to the frequency domain. The 

following major steps was performed to automate the measurement 

procedure: 

1. Define measurement point in measurement program 

2. Communicate with the robot 

3. Wait for the robot to position the laser beam 

4. Acquire 

5. Save test data 

Items 1-5 are repeated for all measurement points. 

 

 

 

6.4.1 Program File 

 

I-DEAS™ Master Series can be controlled with an external text file 

(program file) with a command sequence for execution. Both internal and 

external commands can be executed. 

The developed program file, Appendix C, opens a text file containing node 

numbers that should be measured. Node numbers are read, one by one, and 

specified in I-DEAS™ Master Series as the current measurement point. An 

external communication program is executed to make the robot position the 

laser beam in the right position for measuring the actual point. The program 

file executes the data collection sequence and measurement information is 
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acquired. The acquired test data is saved in a program specific file, ADF. 

This is repeated until every point is measured. A flow chart describing the 

sequence is shown below. 

START 

Open text file 

Read node 
number 

Execute 

communication 

program 

Wait for 

positioning of 

LDV 

Acquire 

Save 

STOP 

Define node 

channel table 

Last node 

in list? 

No 

Yes 
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6.5 Dynamic Behavior of the Robot 

 
An experimental investigation was carried out to determine the dynamic 

behavior of the robot. To verify the frequencies that can be found in the 

robot system, operational auto spectra were measured for a number of 

positions of the robot arm. The frequencies in the analyzed spectrums seem 

to be dependent on the position of the robot arm and the rpm of each of the 

servomotors. A typical auto spectrum for the LDV mounted on the robot is 

presented figure 6.5. Frequencies of particular concern are 5, 7.5, 11, 30, 

31.5, 33, 37, 43.5 and 69.5 Hz. 

Auto spectrum
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Figure 6.5. Auto spectrum for a specific position of the robot arm. 

The amplitudes of vibration in the robot are very small compared to the 

specimen vibration amplitudes, shown in figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6.  Top graph: Robot arm displacement.  

 Bottom graph: Test panel displacement. 

The two graphs are generated from auto spectrums that were measured and 

then signal processed. To generate the auto spectrum for the arm 

displacement the LDV was mounted in the robot and relative to the velocity 

a wall of the building was measured. The test panel was excited with a true 

random signal. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio the signals were 

averaged 25 times and a Hanning window was used to prevent leakage. The 

frequency resolution is f =0.5 Hz in the robot arm displacement graph and 

f =0.25 Hz in the test panel displacement graph. To get displacements, the 

two auto spectrums were integrated once and the square root was taken of 

the result from the integration. 

The conclusion is that the robot will most likely not affect the EMA. 
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7 EMA of Test Panels 

 
7.1 Experimental Set-up 

 
To approximate free-free boundary condition a rubber band suspension was 

used. Two rubber bands were glued onto the upper edge of the panel and 

the other end of the rubber bands were glued onto the supporting structure. 

A shaker was used to excite the panel. The shaker was also attached to the 

supporting structure with a rubber band suspension. To accomplish the 

attachment between the shaker and the panel a small steel adapter was 

glued onto the panel. The weight of the adapter is 3.5 g and the contact area 

1.13 cm2. The position of the exciting point was placed 20 mm up and 20 

mm to the right from the center of the concave side of the panel, this was 

determined by the model response calculation, see section 5.1. This position 

was determined by a finite element response calculation of the panel. A 

force sensor was mounted on the adapter to register the excitation force. 

The force sensor and the shaker were connected with a stinger. A photo of 

the set-up is shown in figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1. Experimental set-up. 
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Figure 7.2 illustrates the measurement set-up and the used equipment is 

listed below. 

Figure 7.2. Schematic illustration of the measurement set-up. 

Workstation       Hardware  HP 9000/735 

           Software  I-DEAS™ Master Series 5 

                Communication program 

Spectrum analyzer     HP 35650A 8-slot expandable mainframe 

           HP 35651B Signal processing module 

           HP 35652B Input module dc to 102.4 kHz 

           HP 35653C Source module 

Amplifier        LDS PA25E 

Shaker         LDS V201 

Force sensor       Dytran 1051V3 

Laser Doppler vibrometer   Ometron VS100 

Robot system       Robot   YRFL-NNA06WB 

           Controller  Yasnac ERC K6SB 

 

 

The LDV was mounted in the robot tool holder and the robot was used to 

control the position of the laser beam. To optimally detect the out-of-plane 

vibration the laser beam should always point normal to the panel surface. 

The benefit of using a LDV compared to a set of accelerometers is that the 

LDV does not add any mass or stiffness to the specimen.  
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7.2 Experimental Procedure 

 
In the experiments the shaker was driven with a true random broad band 

signal of 0-512 Hz to excite the panel. Based on the mode shapes calculated 

from the FE-model, 93 measurement points were identified and placed as 

shown in figure 7.3. The robot was programmed to position the laser beam 

on those points.  

The signal was averaged 25 times to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and a 

Hanning window was used to prevent leakage. The frequency resolution 

was set to f =0.25 Hz. 

 

Figure 7.3. Measurement points. 

7.3 Measurement Set-up Verification 

 
To verify that the suspension does not affect the results, the rigid body 

modes have to be placed below the natural frequencies of the panel. If this 

is the case, the panel can be considered as free-free. The rigid body modes 

are presented in table 7.1. 
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Table 7.1. Rigid body modes. 

Mode Frequency 

[Hz] 

1 5.0 

2 6.1 

3 7.9 

4 12.3 

5 14.6 

6 36.4 

 

 

 

According to the FE analysis the first natural frequency is found around 50 

Hz. The six rigid body modes are below the first natural frequency of the 

panel. These modes are excluded from the continuing analysis. 

The quality of the measurement was studied in coherence plots. A 

coherence plot is shown in figure 7.4. 

Ordinary coherence
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Figure 7.4. A coherence plot. 
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According to section 4.3.1 the measurement is consistent if the coherence 

value is unity. This indicates that the measurement contains some unwanted 

noise or a non-linear behavior. The signal was averaged 25 times to reduce 

the noise. The signal-to-noise ratio did not improve with more averaging. 

The coherence is very bad above 230 Hz. 

The excitation force is presented in figure 7.5. The reason for the variation 

of the excitation force can be related to stinger characteristic, adapter 

attachment and suspension of panel and shaker. 
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Figure 7.5. Excitation force. 

After studying the coherence plots and the excitation force plot the 

frequency range was limited to 45-200 Hz, which include the first five 

natural modes of the panel.  

To be able to measure natural frequencies above 200 Hz, the measurement 

set-up has to be altered in some way. 
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7.4 Measurement Results 

 
7.4.1 FRF 

 

I-DEAS™ Master Series was used to extract results from the measured 

data. FRFs were calculated for all 93 measurement points. A typical FRF is 

shown in figure 7.6. Each peak with a 90 degree phase shift in the FRF 

represent a natural frequency. Frequencies below 40 Hz are neglected 

because they represent the rigid body modes. Natural frequencies that can 

be detected are presented in table 7.2. 

Frequency response function
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Figure 7.6. A typical FRF form the measurement. 
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Table 7.2. Detected natural frequencies. 

Mode Frequency 

[Hz] 

1 50.3 

2 93.0 

3 142.8 

4 161.0 

5 189.0 

 

 

 

From the FRFs the modal parameters were estimated by using the 

polyreference method, which is a MDOF technique. When only one 

reference location is used it is considered as a special case of the 

polyreference method called least square complex exponential technique, 

see section 4.3.2.  

 

 

 

7.4.2 Extracted Parameters 

 

Modal parameters extracted are presented in table 7.3. 

Table 7.3. Modal parameters. 

Mode Frequency 

[Hz] 

Damping 

[%] 

MCF 

1 50.4 0.13 0.999 

2 93.1 0.22 0.999 

3 142.8 0.26 0.995 

4 150.0 0.86 0.976 

5 161.0 0.15 0.999 

6 189.0 1.13 0.986 

 

 

All extracted modes seam to be valid according to the MCF value, which is 

close to unity for all frequencies. 
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The results were used to calculate the mode shapes using the frequency 

polyreference residue method. The frequency polyreference residue method 

is a frequency domain residue estimation technique. This MDOF technique 

processes response functions simultaneously to obtain the least squares 

estimates of the residues [11]. Mode shapes extracted from the 

measurement are presented in figure 7.7. 

Figure 7.7. Mode shapes extracted from measured FRFs. 
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8 FE-model and EMA correlation 

 
The results from the two modal models are compared to determine the 

correlation of natural frequencies and mode shapes. This technique can be 

used to verify the FE-model, and update it until a good correlation is 

achieved. The technique is also useful for comparing different measurement 

set-ups.  

 

 

 

8.1 MAC 

 
To verify the conformity in mode shapes the MAC were calculated. The 

MAC is used instead of the orthogonality matrix because of the simplicity 

of use. The uniform distribution of panel mass makes the inclusion of the 

mass matrix unnecessary. The value is unity for perfect match between 

deflection shapes.  

From the experimental model six mode shapes were extracted compared to 

five from the FE-model. To distinguish which mode that did not matche a 

calculated mode, different modes were paired and the MAC values were 

compared. A comparison of frequencies and MAC values is presented in 

table 8.1. The MAC matrix is shown in figure 8.1. 

 

Table 8.1. Comparison between calculated and measured modes. 

Test [Hz] FEM [Hz] % Difference MAC 

50.3 49 -2.04 0.984 

93.1 91 -1.71 0.969 

142 143 0.534 0.969 

160 145 -9.82 0.977 

188 185 -1.86 0.843 
 

 

 

The natural frequency, 149 Hz, extracted from the experimental model has 

been removed. The mode shape for 149 Hz is the same as the mode shape 

generated for 143 Hz, but it is much noisier. The frequency cannot be found 

in any of the FRFs and is therefore excluded. 
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Figure 8.1. MAC matrix. 

8.2 Natural frequencies 

 
The measured natural frequencies are plotted against the calculated natural 

frequencies to see how well they match see figure 8.2. For a perfect match 

the measured values should lie on the line. The fourth measured natural 

frequency, 161 Hz, does not match the calculated natural frequency, 146 

Hz, as well as the other measured and calculated natural frequencies do. 

The reason for this difference in frequency has not been found. A possible 

reason is that the measurement set-up interacts with the panel in some way 

that has not been considered in the FE-model. 
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Figure 8.2. Comparison between calculated and measured frequencies. 

8.3 COMAC 

 
To get an indication, which parts of the panel that generates poorer 

correlation a COMAC was generated as described in section 4.3.5. The 

result of the COMAC is presented in figure 8.3. 

Figure 8.3. COMAC result. 
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As indicated in the figure the correlation is lower for the corners and the 

edges of the panel. The maximum COMAC value was 0.521, and it was 

found in the upper left corner. 

 

 

 

8.4 FRF 

 
The estimated damping for each mode are 0.13%, 0.22%, 0.26%, 0.15%, 

and 1.13% (presented in table 7.3). These damping ratios were added to the 

FE-model response calculations and the results are compared to the 

measured FRF, shown in figure 8.4. 
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Figure 8.4. FEM FRF represented with a dash-doted line. EMA FRF 

represented with a solid line. 
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9 Conclusions 

 
The aim of this work was to develop a method for dynamic automated laser 

measurement and evaluate it on a lightweight test panel. 

It is possible to automate the measurements by using a robot to control the 

positioning of the laser beam. Repetitive measurements with a consistent 

correlation to the test specimen are easy to achieve. The robot with its 

servomotors does not deteriorate the measurements studied in this project. 

The frequencies found in the auto spectra generated for the different 

positions of robot arm did not interfere with the natural frequencies of the 

test panel. The amplitude of the vibrations of the LDV mounted on the 

robot is very small compared to the vibration amplitude of the test panel. 

The test panel was modeled in the FE-software I-DEAS™ Master Series 

and natural frequencies and FRFs were calculated. This model served as a 

reference when the experimental modal analysis was carried out. The 

measurement gave good results up to 200 Hz. The frequency range was 

therefore set to 50-200 Hz. The two dynamic models were compared to 

check how well the dynamic parameters correlated. The two models 

correlated very well and greatest difference in frequency was 10 Hz. A 

possible reason for this is that the measurement set-up interacts with the 

panel in some way that has not been considered in the FE-model. To 

achieve a better result, a new experimental set-up should be considered. 

The process was automated using an industrial robot from Motoman 

Robotics AB. Data communication could only be achieved using the serial 

port, RS-232, on the robot. For this reason a C-code for serial 

communication was developed. The robot could then be controlled from the 

HP workstation running I-DEAS™ Master Series. By using a program file 

including a command sequence for execution of both I-DEAS™ Master 

Series commands and external commands the whole measurement 

procedure was automated. 

Modal properties of double curved panels can be accurately, quickly and 

economically measured by using this method. The robot program can be 

easily modified for different panel geometries 

It can actually be used to determine the dynamic behavior of details of 

arbitrary shapes, as long as good laser beam reflection can be achieved. By 

using this method, large measurements can easily be organized since the I-
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DEAS™ Master Series automatically maps each channel to the 

corresponding node. 

Finally some recommendations for further work: 

 Refine the communication program. 

 Perform automated programming of the robot using the results from 

the FE-model. 

 Test the method on another specimen to make sure that the limit of 

200 Hz is related to the test panel and the setup in this work. 

 Test the same specimen with a different measurement method for 

comparison with this method. 
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Appendices  

 
Appendix A. ASCII Conversion Table 

 
Dec  Oct   Hex    Binary          Description 

000   000   000   00000000   ^@ ^` NULL NUL null 

001   001   001   00000001   ^A ^a SOH GTL start-of-heading 

002   002   002   00000010   ^B ^b STX start-of-text 

003   003   003   00000011   ^C ^c ETX end-of-text 

004   004   004   00000100   ^D ^d EOT SDC end-of-transmission 

005   005   005   00000101   ^E ^e ENQ PPC enquiry 

006   006   006   00000110   ^F ^f ACK acknowledge 

007   007   007   00000111   ^G ^g BELL BEL bell \a 

008   010   008   00001000   ^H ^h BS GET backspace \b 

009   011   009   00001001   ^I ^i TAB TCT HT tab \t 

010   012   00A   00001010   ^J ^j LF lf linefeed \n 

011   013   00B   00001011   ^K ^k VT vertical-tab \v 

012   014   00C   00001100   ^L ^l FF ff formfeed page \f  

013   015   00D   00001101   ^M ^m CR cr carriage-return \r 

014   016   00E   00001110   ^N ^n SO shift-out 

015   017   00F   00001111   ^O ^o SI shift-in 

016   020   010   00010000   ^P ^p DLE c-P c-p data-link-escape 

017   021   011   00010001   ^Q ^q DC1 LLO go XON xon  

018   022   012   00010010   ^R ^r DC2  

019   023   013   00010011   ^S ^s DC3 stop XOFF xoff  

020   024   014   00010100   ^T ^t DC4 DCL 

021   025   015   00010101   ^U ^u NAK PPU negative-acknowledge 

022   026   016   00010110   ^V ^v SYN c-V c-v synchronous-idle 

023   027   017   00010111   ^W ^w ETB end-of-transmission-block 

024   030   018   00011000   ^X ^x CAN SPE cancel 

025   031   019   00011001   ^Y ^y EM SPD end-of-medium 

026   032   01A   00011010   ^Z ^z SUB suspend substitute 

027   033   01B   00011011   ^[ ^{ ESC escape m- 

028   034   01C   00011100   ^\ ^| FS field-separator 

029   035   01D   00011101   ^] ^} GS group-separator 

030   036   01E   00011110   ^^ ^~ RS record-separator  

031   037   01F   00011111   ^_ ^DEL unit-separator US 
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032   040   020   00100000   SPC space spc 

033   041   021   00100001   ! exclamation-point 

034   042   022   00100010   " straight-double-quotation-mark 

035   043   023   00100011   # number-sign 

036   044   024   00100100   $ dollar-sign 

037   045   025   00100101   % percent-sign 

038   046   026   00100110   & and-sign 

039   047   027   00100111   ' apostrophe quote tick prime 

040   050   028   00101000   ( left-parenthesis  

041   051   029   00101001   ) right-parenthesis 

042   052   02A   00101010   * asterisk star  

043   053   02B   00101011   + addition-sign 

044   054   02C   00101100   , comma 

045   055   02D   00101101   - subtraction-sign minus hyphen negative dash 

046   056   02E   00101110   . period dot decimal radix full-stop 

047   057   02F   00101111   / right-slash virgule stroke over 

048   060   030   00110000   0 _____ 

049   061   031   00110001   1 .____  

050   062   032   00110010   2 ..___  

051   063   033   00110011   3 ...__  

052   064   034   00110100   4 ...._  

053   065   035   00110101   5 .....  

054   066   036   00110110   6 _.... 

055   067   037   00110111   7 __... 

056   070   038   00111000   8 ___.. 

057   071   039   00111001   9 ____. 

058   072   03A   00111010   : colon 

059   073   03B   00111011   ; semicolon 

060   074   03C   00111100   < less-than 

061   075   03D   00111101   = equals 

062   076   03E   00111110   > greater-than 

063   077   03F   00111111   ? UNL question-mark query what 

064   100   040   01000000   @ at-symbol at-sign 

065   101   041   01000001   A ._  

066   102   042   01000010   B _... 

067   103   043   01000011   C _._. 

068   104   044   01000100   D _.. 

069   105   045   01000101   E .  

070   106   046   01000110   F .._.  

071   107   047   01000111   G __. 
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072   110   048   01001000   H ....  

073   111   049   01001001   I ..  

074   112   04A   01001010   J .___  

075   113   04B   01001011   K _._ 

076   114   04C   01001100   L ._..  

077   115   04D   01001101   M __ 

078   116   04E   01001110   N _. 

079   117   04F   01001111   O ___ 

080   120   050   01010000   P .__.  

081   121   051   01010001   Q __._ 

082   122   052   01010010   R ._.  

083   123   053   01010011   S ...  

084   124   054   01010100   T _ 

085   125   055   01010101   U .._  

086   126   056   01010110   V ..._  

087   127   057   01010111   W .__  

088   130   058   01011000   X _.._ 

089   131   059   01011001   Y _.__ 

090   132   05A   01011010   Z __.. 

091   133   05B   01011011   [ left-bracket open-square 

092   134   05C   01011100   \ left-slash backslash bash 

093   135   05D   01011101   ] right-bracket close-square 

094   136   05E   01011110   ^ hat circumflex caret up-arrow 

095   137   05F   01011111   _ UNT underscore underbar  

096   140   060   01100000   ` accent-grave backprime backquote 

097   141   061   01100001   a alpha able 

098   142   062   01100010   b bravo baker 

099   143   063   01100011   c charlie 

100   144   064   01100100   d delta 

101   145   065   01100101   e echo 

102   146   066   01100110   f foxtrot fox 

103   147   067   01100111   g golf 

104   150   068   01101000   h hotel 

105   151   069   01101001   i india 

106   152   06A   01101010   j juliett 

107   153   06B   01101011   k kilo 

108   154   06C   01101100   l lima 

109   155   06D   01101101   m mike 

110   156   06E   01101110   n november 

111   157   06F   01101111   o oscar 
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112   160   070   01110000   p papa 

113   161   071   01110001   q quebec 

114   162   072   01110010   r romeo 

115   163   073   01110011   s sierra 

116   164   074   01110100   t tango 

117   165   075   01110101   u uniform 

118   166   076   01110110   v victor 

119   167   077   01110111   w whiskey 

120   170   078   01111000   x x-ray 

121   171   079   01111001   y yankee 

122   172   07A   01111010   z zulu 

123   173   07B   01111011   { left-brace begin leftit 

124   174   07C   01111100   | logical-or vertical-bar pipe 

125   175   07D   01111101   } right-brace end rightit 

126   176   07E   01111110   ~ similar tilde wave squiggle approx wave 

127   177   07F   01111111   ^? DEL rubout delete 

128   200   080   10000000   \200  

129   201   081   10000001   \201 EBCDIC-a 

130   202   082   10000010   \202 EBCDIC-b 

131   203   083   10000011   \203 EBCDIC-c 

132   204   084   10000100   \204 EBCDIC-d 

133   205   085   10000101   \205 EBCDIC-e 

134   206   086   10000110   \206 EBCDIC-f 

135   207   087   10000111   \207 EBCDIC-g 

136   210   088   10001000   \210 EBCDIC-h 

137   211   089   10001001   \211 EBCDIC-i 

138   212   08A   10001010   \212 

139   213   08B   10001011   \213 

140   214   08C   10001100   \214 

141   215   08D   10001101   \215 

142   216   08E   10001110   \216 

143   217   08F   10001111   \217 

144   220   090   10010000   \220 

145   221   091   10010001   \221 EBCDIC-j 

146   222   092   10010010   \222 EBCDIC-k 

147   223   093   10010011   \223 EBCDIC-l 

148   224   094   10010100   \224 EBCDIC-m 

149   225   095   10010101   \225 EBCDIC-n 

150   226   096   10010110   \226 EBCDIC-o 

151   227   097   10010111   \227 EBCDIC-p 
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152   230   098   10011000   \230 EBCDIC-q 

153   231   099   10011001   \231 EBCDIC-r 

154   232   09A   10011010   \232 

155   233   09B   10011011   \233 

156   234   09C   10011100   \234 

157   235   09D   10011101   \235 

158   236   09E   10011110   \236 

159   237   09F   10011111   \237 

160   240   0A0   10100000   \240 

161   241   0A1   10100001   \241 EBCDIC-~ 

162   242   0A2   10100010   \242 EBCDIC-s 

163   243   0A3   10100011   \243 EBCDIC-t 

164   244   0A4   10100100   \244 EBCDIC-u 

165   245   0A5   10100101   \245 EBCDIC-v 

166   246   0A6   10100110   \246 EBCDIC-w 

167   247   0A7   10100111   \247 EBCDIC-x 

168   250   0A8   10101000   \250 EBCDIC-y 

169   251   0A9   10101001   \251 EBCDIC-z 

170   252   0AA   10101010   \252 

171   253   0AB   10101011   \253 

172   254   0AC   10101100   \254 

173   255   0AD   10101101   \255 

174   256   0AE   10101110   \256 

175   257   0AF   10101111   \257 

176   260   0B0   10110000   \260 

177   261   0B1   10110001   \261 

178   262   0B2   10110010   \262 

179   263   0B3   10110011   \263 

180   264   0B4   10110100   \264 

181   265   0B5   10110101   \265 

182   266   0B6   10110110   \266 

183   267   0B7   10110111   \267 

184   270   0B8   10111000   \270 

185   271   0B9   10111001   \271 

186   272   0BA   10111010   \272 

187   273   0BB   10111011   \273 

188   274   0BC   10111100   \274 

189   275   0BD   10111101   \275 

190   276   0BE   10111110   \276 

191   277   0BF   10111111   \277 
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192   300   0C0   11000000   \300 EBCDIC-{ 

193   301   0C1   11000001   \301 EBCDIC-A 

194   302   0C2   11000010   \302 EBCDIC-B 

195   303   0C3   11000011   \303 EBCDIC-C 

196   304   0C4   11000100   \304 EBCDIC-D 

197   305   0C5   11000101   \305 EBCDIC-E 

198   306   0C6   11000110   \306 EBCDIC-F 

199   307   0C7   11000111   \307 EBCDIC-G 

200   310   0C8   11001000   \310 EBCDIC-H 

201   311   0C9   11001001   \311 EBCDIC-I 

202   312   0CA   11001010   \312 

203   313   0CB   11001011   \313 

204   314   0CC   11001100   \314 

205   315   0CD   11001101   \315 

206   316   0CE   11001110   \316 

207   317   0CF   11001111   \317 

208   320   0D0   11010000   \320 EBCDIC-} 

209   321   0D1   11010001   \321 EBCDIC-J 

210   322   0D2   11010010   \322 EBCDIC-K 

211   323   0D3   11010011   \323 EBCDIC-L 

212   324   0D4   11010100   \324 EBCDIC-M 

213   325   0D5   11010101   \325 EBCDIC-N 

214   326   0D6   11010110   \326 EBCDIC-O 

215   327   0D7   11010111   \327 EBCDIC-P 

216   330   0D8   11011000   \330 EBCDIC-Q 

217   331   0D9   11011001   \331 EBCDIC-R 

218   332   0DA   11011010   \332 

219   333   0DB   11011011   \333 

220   334   0DC   11011100   \334 

221   335   0DD   11011101   \335 

222   336   0DE   11011110   \336 

223   337   0DF   11011111   \337 

224   340   0E0   11100000   \340 EBCDIC-\ 

225   341   0E1   11100001   \341 

226   342   0E2   11100010   \342 EBCDIC-S 

227   343   0E3   11100011   \343 EBCDIC-T 

228   344   0E4   11100100   \344 EBCDIC-U 

229   345   0E5   11100101   \345 EBCDIC-V 

230   346   0E6   11100110   \346 EBCDIC-W 

231   347   0E7   11100111   \347 EBCDIC-X 
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232   350   0E8   11101000   \350 EBCDIC-Y 

233   351   0E9   11101001   \351 EBCDIC-Z 

234   352   0EA   11101010   \352 

235   353   0EB   11101011   \353 

236   354   0EC   11101100   \354 

237   355   0ED   11101101   \355 

238   356   0EE   11101110   \356 

239   357   0EF   11101111   \357 

240   360   0F0   11110000   \360 EBCDIC-0 

241   361   0F1   11110001   \361 EBCDIC-1 

242   362   0F2   11110010   \362 EBCDIC-2 

243   363   0F3   11110011   \363 EBCDIC-3 

244   364   0F4   11110100   \364 EBCDIC-4 

245   365   0F5   11110101   \365 EBCDIC-5 

246   366   0F6   11110110   \366 EBCDIC-6 

247   367   0F7   11110111   \367 EBCDIC-7 

248   370   0F8   11111000   \370 EBCDIC-8 

249   371   0F9   11111001   \371 EBCDIC-9 

250   372   0FA   11111010   \372 EBCDIC-| 

251   373   0FB   11111011   \373 

252   374   0FC   11111100   \374 

253   375   0FD   11111101   \375 

254   376   0FE   11111110   \376 

255   377   0FF   11111111   \377 EBCDIC-EO 
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Appendix B. Robot Program 

 
ROW: POSITION: INSTRUCTION: 

0000 000 NOP 

0001 001 MOVJ VJ=1.00 CONT 

0002 002 MOVJ VJ=1.00 CONT 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

000N 00N MOVJ VJ=1.00 CONT 

000N+1 00N+1 END 
 

N=number of measurement points. 
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Appendix C. Program File 

 
C :********************************************************* 

C : Program file to automate measurement from I-DEAS. 

C : Designed to work on HP-UX 10.20 and in I-DEAS Master 

C : Series 5. 

C :********************************************************* 

C : Requirements: 

C : The data file with the node list must be in the correct 

C : format. This file is written for data in the format of 

C : 1F5.0. This means it has to be a column vector and the 

C : maximum value for a node number is 99999. The file must 

C : be called A.DAT. 

C : All setup, ranging of sensors, defining reference  

C : channel(s), etc. must be performed before running this 

C : program file. 

C :********************************************************* 

C : Define the nodelist file. 

C : 

K :#FILENAME = "A.DAT" 

K :#OPEN VAR1 FILENAME 

K :#IF (Z_ERROR NE 0)THEN #OUTPUT"FILE OPEN ERROR" 

C : ******************************************************** 

C : Read the first number in the list and assign the 

C : variable vara to that number. 

C : 

K :#READ VAR1 FORMAT=" (1F5.0)" vara 

K :#IF (Z_ERROR NE 0)THEN goto endthis 

C : ******************************************************** 

C : Defining the respons node to the variable vara. 

C : 

K : $ return 

K : $ mpos :; /CH CH 

K :  AC 2 
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K :  COO 

K : K 

K : vara 

K : OKAY 

K : Y 

K : $ return 

C : ******************************************************** 

C : Execute the robot program to position the LDV, and wait 

C : 5 seconds to make sure the positioning is done. 

C : 

K :#EXECUTE "robot3.out" 

K :#WAIT 5 

C : ******************************************************** 

C : Start the measurement and save the data to the file  

C : auto_measurement. 

C : 

K : $ mpos :; /A AC * 

K : $ return 

K : $ mpos :; /A W 

K :  FIL auto_measurement 

K : Y 

K : OKAY 

K : $ return 

C : ******************************************************** 

C : This section is a loop to read and measure the rest of 

C : the defined points. The procedure is the same as above. 

C : ******************************************************** 

K :#START: 

K :#READ VAR1 FORMAT=" (1F5.0)" vara 

K :#IF (Z_ERROR NE 0)THEN goto endthis 

K : $ return 

K : $ mpos :; /CH CH 

K :  AC 2 

K :  COO  
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K : K 

K : vara 

K : OKAY 

K : Y 

K : $ return 

K :#EXECUTE "robot3.out" 

K :#WAIT 5 

K : $ mpos :; /A AC * 

K : $ return 

K : $ mpos :; /A W 

K : OKAY 

K : $ return 

K :#GOTO START 

C : ******************************************************** 

C : This section cleans up the variables and ends the 

C : program. 

C : ******************************************************** 

K :#endthis: 

K : 

K :#CLOSE VAR1  

K :#DELETE ALL 

K :#ECHO ALL 

E : **** END OF SESSION **** 
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Appendix D. Communication Program 

 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <unistd.h> 

#include <termios.h> 

#include <string.h>  

 

main() 

{ 

int ComDev, speed, iret, i, j, a, 

h[]={1,48,49,44,48,48,48,2,83,84,65,82,84,13,3,189,2}, ack0[]={16,48}, 

ack1[]={16,49}; 

short status;  

unsigned char ch, string[80];  

char sch;  

 

struct termios tin, tio;  

 

/* Open COM1 port */ 

if (!(ComDev = open("/dev/tty0p0", O_RDWR))) { 

 perror("Attempting to open port ttya"); 

 exit(0);  

 } 

 

/* Get port attributes */ 

iret = ioctl (ComDev, TCGETATTR, &tio);  

 

/* Modify the configuration */ 

tin = tio;  

 

/* Setup control. */ 

/*tin.c_iflag &= ~(ICRNL | IUCLC | BRKINT | IGNCR); | IXON | IXOFF | 

IXANY);*/  

/*tin.c_oflag &= ~OPOST;*/  

/*tin.c_lflag &= ~(ICANON | ECHO |ISIG);*/  

/*tin.c_iflag |= IXON;*/  

 

/* Set baud rate and bits per character */ 
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speed = B9600;  

tin.c_cflag = speed | CS8 | CREAD | CLOCAL;  

 

/* For parity. */ 

/*tin.c_cflag &= ~(PARENB);  | IXON | IXOFF | IXANY);*/  

 

/* New settings to the port */ 

iret = ioctl (ComDev, TCSETATTR, &tin);  

 

/* Write to the port. */ 

sch=(char)(5);  

status=write(ComDev, &sch, 1);  

sleep(1);  

 

for(i=0;i<17;i=i+1)  

  { 

  sch=(char)(h[i]);  

  status=write(ComDev, &sch, 1);  

  } 

 

sleep(2);  

sch=(char)(4);  

status=write(ComDev, &sch, 1);  

sleep(1);  

 

for(i=0;i<2;i=i+1)  

        { 

        sch=(char)(ack0[i]);  

        status=write(ComDev, &sch, 1);  

        } 

 

for (j=0;j<1;j++) { 

/*        status = read(ComDev, &ch, 100);  

        printf("%c", ch);*/  

        fflush(stdout);  

       } 

 

sleep(4);  

 

for(i=0;i<2;i=i+1)  
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        { 

        sch=(char)(ack1[i]);  

        status=write(ComDev, &sch, 1);  

        } 

 

sleep(1);  

 

for(i=0;i<2;i=i+1)  

        { 

        sch=(char)(ack1[i]);  

        status=write(ComDev, &sch, 1);  

        } 

 

sleep(1);  

 

for(i=0;i<2;i=i+1)  

        { 

        sch=(char)(ack1[i]);  

        status=write(ComDev, &sch, 1);  

        } 

 

/* Reset and close the port */ 

iret = ioctl (ComDev, TCSETATTR, &tio);  

close(ComDev);  

} 
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ABSTRACT  

This paper describes an automated approach to modal testing utilizing a robot control to 
position a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) [1]. A programmed robotic system was used for 
the laser positioning. This kept the measurement set correctly identified with respect to the 
specimen geometry. The communication between the measurement program and the 
robot, the identification of the candidate robot system, and the mechanical design of the 
robot-vibrometer interface is described. For verification a sample measurement was 
performed and results are briefly presented. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Modal tests are performed by exciting the panel with a measured wide band force while 
measuring the response of the specimen [2]. Traditionally the response function is 
measured by a set of accelerometers. The mass of these accelerometers can however be 
significant relative to the test specimen apparent mass and the effect on the test modal 
frequencies and shapes would be unacceptable. Therefore a LDV was chosen. Previously 
measurements were done utilizing a LDV mounted on a tripod. The tripod was moved 
around and the LDV was angled for different measurement sets. This method is time 
consuming and it is hard to achieve good repeatability. To avoid these problems, 
automatization utilizing a robot to position a LDV beam is one possible solution. 

To automate the measurement, the computer that is used for collecting data and storing 
results also communicates with the robot control system on an ordinary RS-232 serial port. 
One program controls the measurements and then at determined points of time executes a 
second program that controls the robot position.  A schematic figure of the set-up is 
presented for an overview (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Measurement set-up. 

 

                                                 
1 Copyright © 1999 by the Society for Experimental Mechanics, Inc. 
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THE CANDIDATE ROBOT SYSTEM 

Using a robot was desired for many different reasons. Some of the reasons were the 
automatization capability, good repeatability, and the process being error-free with regard 
to correlating the measurement with the specimen geometry. The advantage with this 
method compared to other automated scanning laser methods [3] is that the robot provides 
six degrees of freedom with an excellent positioning control. The method can be applied to 
any type of geometry with an arbitrary shape as long as good laser reflection can be 
achieved. 

A welding robot [4] (Figure 2) was used and some problems arose due to the capacity of 
the wrist servomotor. A linkage system with a weight was designed to compensate the low 
output torque of the servomotor in the wrist. According to the manufacturer has the robot 
an ability to repeat the same position with an accuracy of 1x10-4 m. 

 

THE ROBOT-VIBROMETER INTERFACE 

An adapter was designed to attach the LDV to the robot. A standard breakaway mount was 
used and a plate was attached to it (Figure 3). The LDV was fastened to the plate with 
three screws and secured with two chains, attached from the interface to the robot.  

Figure 2: Robot used for automatization. Figure 3: Robot-vibrometer interface. 

 

DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE ROBOT 

An experimental investigation was carried out to determine the dynamic behavior of the 
robot. To verify the frequencies that can be found in the robot system, operational auto 
spectra were measured for a number of positions of the robot arm. The frequencies in the 
analyzed spectrums seem to be dependent on the position of the robot arm and the rpm of 
each of the servomotors. A typical auto spectrum for the LDV mounted on the robot is 
presented (Figure 4). Frequencies of particular concern are 5, 7.5, 11, 30, 31.5, 33, 37, 
43.5 and 69.5 Hz. 
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Figure 4: Auto spectrum for an arbitrary position of the robot arm. 

 

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

I-DEAS™1 Master Series 5 [5] was used for acquiring, analyzing and saving test data. This 
software can be controlled with an external text file (program file) with a command 
sequence for execution. Both internal and external commands can be executed. A digital 
signal processor [6] controlled from I-DEAS™ digitized and transformed the signals to the 
frequency domain. The program file executed the following command sequence: 

 Define measurement point 

 Acquire 

 Save test data 

 Execute communication program 

 Wait for the robot to position the laser beam 

  

This was repeated until all previously determined points had been measured. 

 

COMMUNICATION PROGRAM 

The communication protocol was set by the robot control system. Data communication 
could only be achieved through the serial port. The robot system has a half-duplex line 
mode with start and stop transmission synchronization. It uses a protocol similar to Binary 
Synchronous Communication (BSC) for data transmission. 

 

A C-program for serial communication was developed [7], [8]. The program transmits a 
single command with a checksum for error detection to the robot control system. The 
transmission format for a command from the host computer has to follow a specified 
sequence (Figure 5). In the table, each transmission control character is described (Table 
1). As described in figure 5, the protocol uses ENQ/ACK handshake to request sending 
and acknowledgement of data. The developed C-program transmits the decimal ASCII 

                                                 
1 I-DEAS™ Master Series is a provided software from SDRC 
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code for each control character, command text, and the checksum. The checksum is an 
accumulated data for all characters, from subsequent character to SOH to ETX including 
itself. To verify the command, the robot control system transmits an interpreter message 
back to the workstation. 

The robot has to be in its remote-controlled mode and have step cycle activated. This 
enables control of the robot from the workstation. Whenever a start command is sent, the 
robot will move forward one step in its program. The robot has to be programmed in some 
conventional way, either off- or on-line, to position the laser beam correctly with respect to 
the specimen. 

Figure 5: Transmission of a command from the host computer to the robot control system. 

 

ENQ Enquire SOH start of header 

ACK0 even affirmative 
acknowledgment 

ACK1 odd affirmative 
acknowledgment 

STX start of text CR carriage return 

ETX end of textblock BCC checksum 

EOT end of transmission   

TABLE 1: Transmission control characters. 

 

VERIFICATION OF THE AUTOMATED METHOD 

To verify the method, the dynamic behavior of a double curved lightweight panel was 
measured and correlated to a Finite Element (FE) model. The test specimen was made of 
1 mm thick aluminum, type 6016-T4EDT [9]. A free-free boundary condition was achieved 
using a rubber band suspension. A shaker [10] was used to excite the panel, and a force 
sensor [11] was used to measure the excitation force. The shaker was driven by a true 
random broad band signal. The frequency range of interest was 45-200 Hz, which includes 
first five modes of the panel. The robot was programmed to measure 93 measurement 
points. The signal was averaged 25 times to effectively improve the signal-to-noise ratio, a 

Hanning window was used to prevent leakage and frequency resolution was set to f=0.25 
Hz. 
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The method for dynamic automated laser measurement already described was used for 
collecting test data. 

Correlation to a FE model was performed to verify the measurement and demonstrate that 
the robot had not adversely affected the test data with its servomotors. 

Results [12] presented here shows the first three mode shapes estimated from the 
measurement and calculated from the FE model (Figure 6 and 7). 

Figure 6: Estimated mode shapes from the measurement.  

Figure 7: Calculated mode shapes from the FE model. 

 

Test [Hz] FE model [Hz] MAC  

50.378 49.347 0.984 

93.148 91.546 0.969 

142.835 143.598 0.969 

TABLE 2: Compariation table 

 

The mode shapes clearly show similarity between modal test results and FE calculated 
results. A Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) matrix was calculated to quantitatively measure 
the degree of similarity (1.000 being perfect) as indicated in Table 2.  The indicated degree 
of similarity is considered excellent by known criteria. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is possible to automate the measurements by using a robot to control the positioning of 
the laser beam. The robot with its servomotors does not adversely affect the 
measurements. The movements of the LDV mounted on the robot are small. Repetitive 
measurements with a consistent correlation to the test specimen are easy to achieve. This 
method can be applied to determine the dynamic behavior of any part with an arbitrary 
shape, where the measurement points are defined from the computer model. This will 
make it possible to perform accurate, time consuming modal measurement automatically. 

The configuration software can be readily modified for different panel geometries.  This 
provides a cost effective and error proof tool for modal testing of any panel regardless of its 
curvature. 
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Abstract: 

This paper describes an automated approach to modal testing utilizing a 
robot control to position a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) beam. The 
LDV measures the velocity response of test panels to a broad band force 
excitation. The implementation of the laser beam approach involves 
moving the beam once for each member of the velocity-force set. It is 
critical that the beam is positioned precisely, and the measurement set is 
correctly correlated to the specimen geometry. A programmed robotic 
system was used for the laser positioning and for keeping the measurement 
set correctly identified with respect to the specimen geometry. The result 
clearly shows the possibility to automate time consuming modal 
measurement of lightweight structures by utilizing a robot to control a 
LDV. 

 

Introduction 

The test specimen geometry is a lightweight double curved panel. These 
panels are used by the Swedish automotive industry for several test 
functions including correlating finite element analysis data with measured 
panel properties. The test panel represents roof, hood, and door panels. This 
type of geometry can be found in different types of applications. 

Panels are often structurally optimized, and the modal property of panels 
with different geometry needs to be verified, requiring several large 
measurement sets. Modal tests are performed by exciting the panel with a 
measured wide band force while measuring the velocity response of the 
panel [1]. Traditionally the response functions are measured by a set of 
accelerometers. Because of the structure's high number of modes 
correspondingly several accelerometers would be required for an accurate 
measurement of the dynamic properties. The mass of these accelerometers 
would however be significant relative to the test specimen mass and affect 
the test modal frequencies and shapes. This problem led to the search for an 
alternate solution. The laser vibrometer provided the desired alternative. No 
increase in test mass is involved. The target modes are out-of-plane modes, 
and out-of-plane measurement is ideally suited to the laser methodology.   
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The advantage with this method compared to other automated scanning 
laser methods [2] is that the robot provides six degrees of freedom with an 
excellent positioning control. The method is not limited to measure only 
surface structures but any 3d-spaced structure as long as good laser 
reflection can be achieved.  

Experimental set-up 

The test specimen is made of 1 mm thick aluminum, type 6016-T4-EDT 
[3]. The dimension of the panel is shown in Fig. 1. Values for the properties 
of the aluminum are Young’s modulus E=70x109 Pa, Poisson’s ratio 
=0.33, and density =2.7x103 kg/m3. In order to approximate the free-free 
boundary condition, a rubber band suspension was used. Two rubber bands 
were glued onto the upper edge of the panel and the other ends glued onto 
the supporting structure. 

FIG. 1. Dimensions of the test panel [10-3m] 

 

A shaker was used to excite the panel. The shaker was also attached to the 
supporting structure with a rubber band suspension. To accomplish the 
attachment between the shaker and the panel a small steel adapter was 
glued onto the panel. The weight of the adapter is 3.5x10-3 kg and the 
contact area 1.13x10-4 m2. The position of the exciting point was placed 
20x10-3m up and 20x10-3m to the right from the center of the concave side 
of the panel. This position was determined by a finite element response 
calculation of the panel. A force sensor was screwed on the adapter to 
register the excitation force. The force sensor and the shaker were 
connected with a stinger. 

 The LDV was mounted in the robot tool holder and the robot was used to 
control the position of the laser beam. To optimally detect the out-of-plane 
vibration the laser beam should always point normal to the panel surface. 

To automate the measurement the computer that is used for collecting data 
and storing results also communicates with the robot control system on an 
ordinary RS-232 serial port. One program controls the measurements and 
then at the same time executes a second program that controls the robot 
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position. A schematic figure of the set-up is presented in Fig. 2. 

 

Experimental procedure 

In the experiments the shaker was driven with a true random broad band 
signal to excite the panel. The frequency range of interest was 45-200 Hz, 
which includes the first five modes of the panel. Based on normal modes 
numerical simulation by the finite element method, 93 measurement points 
were identified, placed as shown in Fig. 3. The robot was programmed to 
position the laser beam on those points. The signal was averaged 25 times 
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and a Hanning window was used to 
prevent leakage. The frequency resolution was set to f =0.25 Hz. 

 

FIG. 2. Shematic figure of the experimental set-up  

 

FIG. 3. Selected measurement points 

 

Modal parameter estimations 

From the Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) modal parameters were 
estimated by using the polyreference method [4] which is a multiple degree 
of freedom (MDOF) technique. The polyreference technique uses a curve 
fitting algorithm in the time domain to process multiple response functions 
for one or more reference locations. The major advantage with the 
technique is its ability to use all the available FRFs to come up with a single 
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global estimate for frequency, damping, and residue. 

The results were then used to calculate the mode shapes using the frequency 
polyreference residue method. The frequency polyreference residue method 
is a frequency domain residue estimation technique. This MDOF technique 
processes response functions simultaneously to obtain the least squares 
estimates of the residues [5]. 

 

Dynamic behavior of the robot 

An experimental investigation was carried out to determine the dynamic 
behaviors of the robot. To verify the frequencies that can be found in the 
robot system, auto spectrums where analyzed for a number of measurement 
points. The frequencies in the analyzed spectrums seem to be dependent on 
the position of the robot arm and the rpm from each of the servomotors. A 
typical auto spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. 

FIG. 4. Frequency contents of the robot for node 61 

 

Finite element model (FEM) 

To verify that the robot with its servomotors does not interfere and 
deteriorate the measurements to an unacceptable level, a correlation to a 
normal mode finite element model was performed. 

The double curved panel was modeled in 3D-cad software as an open 
surface. Linear quadrilateral thin shell elements with Mindlin-formulation 
were mapped on the surface, 60 by 40 elements/side respectively. The 
contribution from the stinger attachment was modeled with 16 rigid 
elements and 1 parabolic quadrilateral thin shell element. The 4 thin shell 
elements, which represent the size of the connection area, were stiffened by 
rigid elements as shown in Fig. 5.  
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FIG. 5. FE  formulation for the connector 

 

The parabolic quadrilateral thin shell element represents the steel adapter. 
This element was placed on the concave side and connected in all 8 nodes 
to the four thin shell elements with rigid elements. The rigid length was 
2.5x10-3 m and is due to the adapter thickness of 4x10-3 m. Handbook 
values for the properties of the steel adapter are Young’s modulus 
E=206.8x109 Pa, Poisson’s ratio =0.29, and density =7.82x103 kg/m3. 

No boundary restraints were requied in the model due to the free-free 
boundary condition.  

Lanczos algorithm was used to solve the first 5 eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues. The problem was solved with a consistent mass matrix. 

 

Results 

The quality of the measurement was studied in the coherence plots. 
Coherence plot for node 61 (a corner node) is shown in Fig. 6. FRFs were 
calculated for all 93 measurement points. Natural frequencies that can be 
detected are 50 Hz, 93 Hz, 143 Hz, 160 Hz, and 189 Hz. The FRF for node 
61 is shown in Fig. 7.  

FIG. 6. Coherens in node 61       FIG. 7. FRF in node 61 
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Mode shapes from the FE model are shown in Fig. 8 and mode shapes 
calculated from the measured FRFs are shown in Fig. 9. 

FIG. 8. The first 5 mode shapes from the FE model 

FIG. 9. The first 5 mode shapes calculated from the measured FRFs 

 

To verify the conformity in mode shapes the modal assurance criteria 
(MAC) were calculated. 

The MAC is used instead of the orthogonality matrix because of the 
simplicity of use. The uniform distribution of panel mass makes the 
inclusion of the mass matrix unnecessary. The value is 1 for perfect match 
between deflection shapes. A comparison table with frequencies and MAC 
values is presented in Table 1. The MAC matrix is shown in Fig. 10. 

 

TABLE 1. Compariation tabel 

Test [Hz] FEM [Hz] % Differance MAC 

50.378 49.347 -2.048 0.984 

93.148 91.546 -1.719 0.969 

142.835 143.598 0.534 0.969 

160.970 145.598 -9.823 0.977 

188.950 185.418 -1.869 0.843 
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FIG. 10. MAC matrix 

The estimated damping for each mode are 0.13%, 0.22%, 0.26%, 0.15%, 
and 1.13%. These damping ratios were added to the model response 
calculations and the results are compared to the measured FRF, shown in 
Fig. 11. 

FIG. 11. FEM and measured FRF 

The FEM FRF is represented in the graph with + and the measured FRF with a solid line. 
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Conclusions 

It is possible to automate the measurements by using a robot to control the 
positioning of the laser beam. The robot with its servomotors does not 
deteriorate the measurements. The movements of the LDV mounted on the 
robot are small. Repetitive measurements with a consistent correlation to 
the test specimen are easy to achieve. This method can be applied to 
determine the dynamic behavior of any detail with an arbitrary shape. 
Modal properties of double curved panels can be quickly and economically 
measured using this method. 
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